
ADVANCED VIDEO EDITING

Unleash the power, precision, and control of Pinnacle Studio Ultimate and edit your next production like a pro! This fully-loaded, advanced editing suite makes it easy to edit across unlimited tracks with unparalleled accuracy and control. Explore Video Masking, Color Grading, hundreds of creative effects, built-in screen recording software, and so much more.

Edit your way with Pinnacle Studio.
Why choose Pinnacle Studio?

Advanced video editing
Delivers powerful timeline editing in HD and 4K across an unlimited number of tracks. Unlock your creative potential with more effects, tools and features than ever before.

Powerful, pro-caliber tools
Fully loaded with the pro-caliber tools you need to master your next video production, including new Video Masks, comprehensive Color Grading, MultiCam Editing, Green Screen effects, and more!

Intuitive controls
Streamline your workflow with intuitive editing controls. Customize your workspace and adjust every detail of your edits with keyframing.

“ I have used a variety of programs, including very expensive high-end software. This version of Pinnacle does everything I need at a very reasonable price.”
– user review

Unlimited creative possibilities
Take advantage of limitless creative opportunity with 2,000+ professional quality effects and filters, and accomplish everything from basic corrections to pro-caliber enhancements.

Closer to pro
Discover the powerful, precise, intuitive video editing solution that gets you closest to professional results—without the professional price tag.
Highlight Features

Loaded with powerful, pro-caliber features to help you edit like a pro.

Set the tone with powerful color controls
Control the ambiance of your video with a full Color Grading toolkit. Achieve professional level thematic effects, customizable down to the keyframe. Color Grading empowers you to completely transform the feel of your footage, draw focus to scenes or subjects, and so much more.

Create engaging videos across multiple cameras
It’s both fun and easy to record multiple angles and then edit them together with Pinnacle’s MultiCam Capture. Record your screen and webcam simultaneously, easily capture video, system audio, and microphone sound – all in a single click - and edit on the fly. This is the perfect tool to create engaging tutorials, product demos, unboxing videos, and more!

“ I finally have software that lets me create what I want... and how I want it... with no hassles... and at a cost that didn't even dent my budget.”
– user review

Enhance creatively with masking
Video Masks are a revolutionary masking tool for everything from basic fixes like face blurring and subject enhancement, to pro level edits like removing unwanted objects, creating clones of subjects, blurring faces, and customizing creative transitions or effects.

Precise controls and complete flexibility
Pinnacle Studio offers users full control to make precise edits. Adjust practically every parameter of your clips, effects and titles with keyframes. Enjoy interface flexibility and personalize your workspace to keep your most used tools at your fingertips. Get professional-level control over your editing process with Pinnacle Studio.
It’s our most powerful Studio yet.

STUDIO
1,500+ effects, titles, and templates
HD video editing across 6-tracks
NEW Timeline efficiencies
Multi-camera screen recorder
Split Screen videos
Selective Color
Stop Motion Animation
Training & learning videos

STUDIO PLUS
1,800+ effects, titles, and templates
24-track HD video editing
Includes everything in Studio, and:
NEW Clip Nesting
NEW Animated GIF & batch processing
ENHANCED Three and four-point editing
ENHANCED Keyframing controls
Basic Color Grading
Motion Tracking
Wide-angle lens correction
Pro-level audio tools

STUDIO ULTIMATE
2,000+ effects, titles, and templates
HD and 4K video editing across unlimited tracks
Includes everything in Studio Plus, and:
NEW Video Masking
NEW Selective Vectorscope
NEW Alpha Channel export
NEW NewBlue Audio Essentials
ENHANCED 360 video editing
ENHANCED Color Grading keyframing
Split Screen video with keyframes
Seamless transitions
Motion Tracking with mosaic blur
More formats and support

Learn more at www.pinnaclesys.com

What’s included?
• Pinnacle Studio™ 23 Ultimate
• Pinnacle™ MyDVD® disc authoring
• MultiCam Capture Lite™
• Premium effects from NewBlueFX

Minimum system requirements
• Operating system: Windows 10 recommended, Windows 8.x, Windows 7, 64 bit only
• Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD A4 3.0 GHz or higher
• RAM: 4 GB or higher, 8+GB highly recommended for UHD, Multi-Camera, or 360 video
• Graphics card: Minimum resolution 1024 x 768, minimum 256MB VGA VRAM, 512MB or higher recommended for hardware decoding acceleration
• Sound card: Windows-compatible sound card
• Hard drive space: 8 GB HDD space for full installation
• Internet connection required for installation, registration and updates. Registration required for product use
• Digital download available

Supported Languages
• Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Swedish

For formats, supports and additional system requirements, please visit www.pinnaclesys.com
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